In this article, I present various ways of looking at sport through the lens of art-aesthetic concepts. It is argued that indeed there are overlaps between art and sport and that this suggests a complementary pairing between the two that in turn sets in motion other such pairings, such as that between the aesthetic and the extra-aesthetic. In short: art and sport are both games within a certain defined cultural setting, but also interlink. I then conclude that since there are theoretical links, there may be practical implications.
Introduction
When a painter paints, there are obviously different methods, but the common fact of the matter is a movement of some sort. Some movements may be more vigorous and gestural, others more subtle and careful. But what motivates the stroke? How is it that a certain style may evolve? If the painter moves the way he/she does, he/she expresses an emotional, intellectual or primitive impulse, and then the stroke contains such energy. In addition, circumscribed by and within the game, we call "painting" and art. The stroke may carry a certain meaning. That is, it is a recognised cultural expression. Within the particular art-work itself, the artist also intends that stroke eventually leads to an end, a completion toward the product that we call a painting or art-work.
In general, sport also requires a complicated set of movements, that differs from sport to sport and within a particular sport, from individual to individual or even between various teams. One may also dub that movement as an expression of energy, an energy similar to art in that it is emotive and primitive. But is it similarly intellectual? I am not sure if one could describe the craft of art (and here we might also speak of the craft of sport) as intellectual. In not being intel-ity"), a kind of structural-post-structural oscillation. Yet within either "side" of one of the complementary pairings is its relationship to the other "side". In post modern verbiage we might say that there is only the bodily "surface" or text whose signs may be read as corresponding to a particular language-game-as meaning something-but with no ultimate description and correspondence to "reality". Art is one such "surface" open to interpretation; sport another. Both share an aesthetic and antithetically, an extra-aesthetic dimension. I propose answering the question in what way can art, that which is partially aesthetic lead to an understanding of why sport ought to be considered partially aesthetic. How then can art be useful in extending the everyday aesthetic of sport? First we need to define art and then see in what way it may relate to sport, which also needs to be defined somewhat.
While art may have existed circa 30,000 years ago, it had a different meaning and value to the modern or post modern concept of art. Today, we look at fine art from a number of perspectives: it may form no part of magic as in securing a good hunt or venerating gods. But it does fulfill other "magical" functions in our lives. Art still tells stories, honors and reflects on life-issues. But perhaps most significant, since Baumgautun, art has been associated with what has come to be known as the aesthetic. The aesthetic refers to delight in the sensory qualities that an art-object conjures in the viewer and following Kant (1952) that elicits a "disinterested" pleasure as the viewer appreciates the object as form unto itself. This position, though, following the Institutional theory and artists such as Duchamp, Kosuth and Warhol was undermined as art and aesthetics were now, or so it was argued, no longer one and the same thing; art not necessarily being the exemplary instance of what the aesthetic is. Moreover, revisionist art history and theory sought to supplant the aesthetic "presence" by explaining art as mere ideological construction, historically contingent so that as Derrida (1984) might have it, the sign is but a "trace"-the art object thus incomplete, relative, part of a process and decentred. What are we then left with today when we consider art or rather fine art? It would seem a radical "anything goes" attitude with theories and histories and practice that tend to either an aesthetic description or tending to an extra-aesthetic one with subtle nuances "between" these complementary poles. For example, feminist critique deals with the politics and social ideology that informs a certain kind of aesthetic, say of the nude in Western art; a Marxist critique may reduce art-talk to economic-talk and in the process describe the aesthetics of the art-object in terms of "bougiouse taste"; or a formalist description which tends to the aesthetic and eschews other non-exhibited properties, such as politics, history, economics and so on and so forth. In practice, we might have hybrid forms of art, such as something which is at once painterly and sculptural or decades ago in the 1960's, for example, the use of nature as art as in land and environmental art in order to broaden the definition of art and deconstruct time-honored values such as the sacrosanct nature of the art gallery, permanence and art as commodity-object.
Sport too can be "traced" to hunting roots, but clearly like the notion of the DOI: 10.4236/ape.2019.92007 90 Advances in Physical Education aesthetic that pertains to art, sport as the phenomenon we now know it is rather more recent. Only rather recently do we find much academic literature concerning sport-sociology, history, philosophy, health sciences and other disciplines. Of course the Ancient Greeks were an important exception. In the last few years a healthy debate has arisen as to whether or not the everyday, of which sport (being so common) is an example, can be considered as an aesthetic modality.
The "aesthetics of the everyday", a new sub-discipline in aesthetics, falls in to two camps: the "strong" and "weak" form. The "strong" form argued as Saito (2007, 2010) , Melchionne (2011 Melchionne ( , 2013 and others do, that art aesthetics and everyday aesthetics are separate realms completely, whereas the "weak" version that Dowling (2010) , Ratiu (2013) and others subscribe to states that art aesthetics may be useful in extending everyday aesthetics. I side with the latter position and thence explore ways in which traditional art aesthetics can do just that. So given their common aesthetic dimension and by implication the oscillation with the extra-aesthetic as a complementary pair, I shall now demonstrate in a cursory manner some ways in which art aesthetics extends sports aesthetics. These are general categories to introduce the reader to the reasonableness of such a claim. I first explain each concept as applied to art and then show a parallel understanding of sport. In thus relating the two, the potential for a creative oscillation ensues.
Movement (As Artist/Sportsperson and Audience)
When considering art, ranging, for example, from dance to painting, sculpture to poetry, music to installation and new media and so on, it is clear that there is always an element of some kind of movement. For example, in painting, the artist dexterously moves his or her arm, wrist or body in order to make a mark.
Even the viewer can see in the finished product or painting, the energy expressed in the artist's movement with both eye and mind.
In dance, movement is of prime importance and his or her body is like the paint-brush as it were, the form of which becomes the dance act. The audience responds to the kinaesthetic energy of the dancer as the dancer weaves a certain form that may be experienced by the audience so as to cajole him/her to also dance or at least sense its movement without external activity. Music, likewise, calls upon both dexterity and an "intuition" (a movement of the mind?) insofar as it is related to dance and rhythm. The sounds the listener hears, to the extent that it forms an intellectual coherence and a sense of emotional accord, moves the listener.
In sculpture, the artist is even more physical than the painter would be generally speaking as he or she works muscularly in order to shape his or her material.
And as is common to the arts, the resulting sculptural form moves the onlooker causing emotive and intellectual pleasure. The eye of the beholder follows the positive and negative shapes of the material which can be traced around its there is a physical making, a movement on the part of the artist in both cases. In both cases, as with the above examples, the audience is both moved by the eye, as it were, amongst the various physical objects in the former case; while in the other, the temporal dimensions both in respect of the receptive eye and ear become engaged by the apparently non-existent or transparent moving camera.
A general comment, regarding these disciplines of fine arts, is: 1) The artist wishes to move with and through his/her medium, while the audience, in a sense moves into the medium itself. 2) This list is by no means exhaustive and there are clearly art-forms or styles or movements, like conceptual art, Dada, Bauhaus, performance art, Fluxes and the like where it is unclear where exactly they "fit in" as fine arts, though clearly they are regarded as such. There are many such interventions, some of which are marked by a tendency to the so-called an aesthetic, and even lead to the creation of new sub-disciplines in the arts. The important point is that by in large these interventions tend toward the cloistered self-definition of high, fine art or devalue that as elitist and come close to everyday life, mass, consumer society and the popular arts (film as an outgrowth of theatre, for example, though not "destroying" the former) and craft.
3) It would appear that the higher senses of seeing and hearings are privileged, but by isolating movement here, I engage with the body as a whole and therefore the full gamut of senses. 4) The concept of "movement" does not negate "stasis" in the arts, implied here as a complementary pairing (movement is but relative to stasis and dependent on frames of reference).
With this understanding of art, how might we apply that to developing an understanding of sports? In other words, art may be a lens through which to understand sport, specifically in terms of movement.
There are clearly numerous sports ranging from individualistic to team sports, from ball sports to sports where participants are pitted against nature, aquatic sports to extreme sports and so on and so forth. In most cases, the chosen me-dium or sport requires moderate to excessive movement of the body. Like art and perhaps even more so with sport, the senses are engaged and focused in order for movement to be accurate and optimal. In a team sport like soccer for example, movement must be coordinated relative to either players both on ones own team and in relation to the opposition, as well as in relation to the soccer ball. The movement needs to be rhythmical, controlled and creative for the best play to emerge. In an individual sport like judo, which is akin to wrestling, movement has to be economical, powerful and timely in order to out muscle and out wit ones opponent. Sometimes movement is in relation to or in the face of nature which may be hostile, even life threatening as is the case in mountain climbing for example. The list could go on. Clearly for the participant, movement is critical in performing well. From an audience's perspective-the onlooker or viewer-he/she as with art enters the "field of play" as it were, and may intensely lose him/herself in the movement of the athlete. This empathy with the athlete (einfuhlung) as I would call it, requires more than a transfer or movement into the sports act: it opens up the possibility that emotively and intellectually there is a pleasurable effect caused by such viewing. What I am saying is that sport, like art may yield both an emotional and intellectual effect and satisfaction. On an emotional level there is a human identification with the athlete and the spectacle that gives rise to emotions as the game unfolds or moves. Intellectually, there is conscious and subconscious pleasure taken in order, coherence, and skill. By intellectual effect I also mean that sport, like art is not a propositional, verbal sort of knowledge, but rather what may be termed intransitive knowledge.
What we can conclude from this brief account is that movement, rather broadly defined is a significant part of art making and art appreciation and may be extended to include and explicate why movement in sport fascinates and captivates so many people. I shall now describe "physicality" in respect of art and how that applies to sport.
Physicality:
The Pre-Discursive Body (As Artist/Sportsperson and Audience) Kant (1952) describes the successful artwork as one that involves a playful movement between understanding and intuitions, between that of conceptual and sensory play on the part of the audience. As I understand this, one can describe this "movement" as a physical occurrence in the brain as well as ones relationship between perceptual and conceptual thinking/interpretation. Another way of saying this is to follow Hegel's (1993) definition of art as one that is a kind of midpoint between sensuality and abstraction. Or perhaps less metaphysically, one might take ones cue from Nietzsche (1967: p. 427 and intellectual content to the extent that the physical body that is the work of art leads to these more interior (physical) processes. This would also apply to the artefact as in the form of language, say the poetry text, for language is a medium.
It has physical limits and words are physical sounds whose meaning may change over time or in different (physical) contexts. In some ways content is form.
Moreover, the medium that the artist uses and that a sensitive viewer is privy to, is a physical substance. It is owing to working with that medium and in a physical art-world context (considering Institutional theories) that might cause in the audience a certain response, whether it is shock, philosophical reflection, a sympathy for its beauty and so on or even a combination of such reactions/interpretations. In all such cases, there is necessarily a physical component that interacts with ones personhood, which is an amalgamation of the bodily and the less bodily-memory, experience, world-view… I say "less bodily" and not simply "mind" as the latter too constitute a compounded whole that requires material interrelations and the like, that can be dissected and analysed.
It is the physicality of, for example, paint, that coagulates to form an image even in the case of more "abstract" works. The transition from form to content is smooth insofar as physicality transmutes into meaning and the various (physical) combinations of colour, line, texture and so on and so forth are said to represent something or at least be interpreted as an art-object given its (the paintings) context. For it is the art-context, the gallery space and the like that allows the artist to communicate to an audience and thence facilitates an art-repose on the part of the audience when looking at the painting as more than just arbitrary complexes of stuff, but as art. As far as the artist is concerned, the movement alluded to above is precisely a certain physicality. Now applied to sport, I would say that most sports (chess and others like it less so) require physical exertion, tools in many cases and a physical arena of sorts within which the sport event takes place. One is usually pitied against other "bodies" or at least tries to attain physical accolades within time and space constraints. The prime medium in sport is usually the human body itself through which the sportsperson acts. To the extent that the "move" and "play" is successful, so that physical "move" and "play" becomes a successful sports-act or an exhibition of what one might call coherent form. The intertwining of sensuous, instinctual and conceptual "components" together constitutes a willed action reaching the limits of physical possibility. I include the conceptual "component", because the sports-form and the context in which it takes place, contain both information about the individual performer and the times in which he/she lives.
The sportsperson, like the artist reflect the times he/she is living in, sometimes irrespective of their personal goals and vision and sometimes perhaps more consciously congruent. The signs of culture-its material form-are thus the physical embodiment of meaning within a given historic context and a summation of the historic moment or merely its by-product. There may be no trans-historical Nevertheless, the sheer physicality of the sign-sport as with art-suggest that it can be "mined" for content. However, this "content" is itself embedded in a system of signification, so that at best one should simply maintain a post modern "position" wherein Logos is not some kind of Archimedean point from which to view culture and thus interpret art and sport. Furthermore, since the nature of physicality is that it is constituted by parts and related to other things, so we can but "play" with styles, forms and signs without final meanings or truth. In this sense, one could envisage a hybrid of both art and sport. This then deconstructs the idea that there is an essence to either art or sport-a metaphysical point that defines each separately-with the idea that signs by virtue of being a language-are interrelated.
Sports' physicality expresses and communicates in ways easily understandable the idea that life itself is one of both play and struggle. While one may perceive this in an artwork, the fact that sports perhaps more than the arts is a matter of entertainment, communicates certain values to a larger audience than the arts.
The physicality may mask these values in the same way an artwork's underlying message is "beneath" the physical movement, sound, image… At the same time the physicality of sport, like art is the mechanism whereby one can "read" or intuit something else. This is similar to what Derrida (1972 Derrida ( , 1976 had to say about his view of language, namely that there is an "other" beyond the text. That "other" is yet another physicality, as there is no essence to which we can ascribe metaphysical being and ontological presence. Thus as in theory so in sport: ongoing movement between, within and in relation to others, so that this "endless physicality", however "deep" (in interpretation) one may delve-insofar as something is expressed and articulated, that is, assumes physicality-one does not reach an "origin". Just play. Just struggle. And sport, like art reveals that tension.
Aesthetics and Extra-Aesthetics (As Artist/Sportsperson and Audience)
The invention of the aesthetic as it pertains to art (and later to nature and now more recently, to the everyday) may have lost currency in the evaluation of art, but I believe it is still a significant tool to appreciate, understand and enjoy art.
That is, insofar as we attend to the possible beauty of the artwork, it assists one in understanding what the artist is trying to do when he/she makes some part of the work "just right". It explains what we mean by praising art as not merely practical and instrumental, as not simply being an object to be bought and sold and why we may stand transfixed before a work of art as its "presence" causes us to have an experience. This experience is aesthetic to the extent that we attend to the works beautiful arrangement-its composition, colour, line, texture, scale and other properties in various relationships and proportions.
Nevertheless, with Dewey's (1958) idea of "an experience", of the aesthetic being pervasive, and the critique of both some analytical and continental philo-
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sophers of the aesthetic, it appears we have two options: To dispense with the term altogether as applying to art or to reintroduce the term and reconstruct the aesthetic with reference to a number of experiences, art included. I side with the latter option. Dewey (1958) tried to integrate the aesthetic within the flux of life itself. He does this by arguing that "an experience" as distinct from just ordinarily doing/experiencing things, is an experience of a certain "intensity", "closure"
and "heightened sensibility". Accordingly, aesthetics applies to a number of possible experiences and not necessarily that of art. Some, such as Danto (1992 Danto ( , 1995 and Goodman (in Shusterman, 1997) as well as continental philosophers such as Derrida (1978) , Barthes (1957 Barthes ( , 1977 and Bordioue (in Culler, 1983) critique the idea of a certain aesthetic experience in art. Broadly speaking Danto and Goodman argue that art is concerned with certain "symbolic structures"
that are not derived merely from "what the eye can decry" (Danto, 1995) . The continental philosophers mentioned above generally explain art in terms of ideological structures that undermine mere aesthetic considerations. Following from this, I would argue that both aesthetic and extra-aesthetic, ideological considerations are important to art and art-like experiences and as mentioned hitherto form a complementary pairing. In simple terms: we may say art is partially aesthetic; we may say that the aesthetic is not confined to art and lastly that with some art, its meaning tends more to the extra-aesthetic than the aesthetic.
Measuring to what extent sport, like art tends to one "pole" or the other is not really possible, as one either sees them as aesthetic, as instances of beauty or as "revealing" (though sometimes concealing) ideological, non-exhibited meanings.
In fact, I would claim that simply equating aesthetic sensibility with the ideological is dangerous or more perspicaciously, not knowing that there is such a distinction in the first place, may be dangerous.
One can envisage this hiatus as in the well-known vase-two faces image wherein one can either see two faces or a vase, though both are true. Similarly, one can see art or sport as aesthetic objects or perceive the "background" ideological features-history, science, religion and so on and so forth. Without making this distinction, the transparency of the medium, and of the aesthetic meaning is assumed and believed to be a fact that reveals a particular ideology.
Rather it is married to a particular historic moment. One needs to realize the aesthetic-artistic does not, however, necessarily correspond to a certain "form of life". It is unclear whether the aesthetic or the extra-aesthetic is dominant. The refinement that recognises this dual interpretive schema is, I believe the first step in not putting art on a pedestal and the first step in recognising the art in sport.
This is not to devalue art perse, but points to the fact that it can be co-opted and manipulated by some extra-aesthetic concerns that in my estimation may not be good, which is not to render art-aesthetics itself bad. Similarly sport itself is not bad if it is a mere "play" of an ideologically crooked system. Therefore I am isolating both art and sport as in general culturally edifying. Perhaps that is why I There is a general resistance in academic circles to theorise around sport as it is regarded as low-brow culture compared to the arts. However, the new-sub discipline in aesthetics, namely aesthetic of the everyday, suggests that we can apply art-like perception to sport. My contribution is thus to extend our understanding of sport via particular artistic frameworks.
Emotion (As Artist/Sportsperson and Audience)
Art is not only something intellectual, a logical abstraction. Neither is it simply a meaningless physical labour. Art is rather the bridge that connects concept and physicality, the extra-aesthetic and the aesthetic. It is a kind of creation that energises matter; matter itself that obeys seemingly fixed laws. In the process of creation, emotions are born, the energy that brings together concept and percept. And so when someone apprehends the painting, dance, music or whatever The emotional value of the practice of art is that culturally, and thus hopefully by implication, in the context of a persons life generally, one might say that art "softens attitudes". Art has the potential to allow an inquiring mind to explore both imaginatively and symbolically art itself as well as the overlaps with other fields of inquiry-philosophy, science, religion and so on which in turn may reflect a life-attitude. At the same time art is just craft, a particular skill aimed at solving particular problems so far as medium and technique are concerned.
We shall compare these findings or observations to sport. Sport is not only something intellectual, a logical abstraction (the analogue of "right thought" is "right action"). Neither is it simply a meaningless physical labour. Sport is rather the bridge that connects concept and physicality, the extra-aesthetic and the For the sportsperson and this need not apply simply to elite athletes only when a person is involved in a sport he/she expresses himself or herself like an artist. I say this, because to do a sport involves mental focus, an almost non-focused focus (a "meditative shutting out the analytical" as Noakes (2010) describes it) and physical skill (depending on the kind of sport) and to the extent that there is a marriage between the "zoning in" and the physical alertness and deftness, to that extent the sportsperson expresses himself/herself which may result in a "nice move". Is this not what often needs to take place to paint, to play music, to dance, to sculpt and so on? I would say, though I have but hinted at the process at work, this appears to be the case. To express is an emotional movement from within to without (the sensible), which is not to say that it cannot express ideas. I oppose Best's (1978 Best's ( , 1986 argument that sport can have no content and cannot talk about life issues whereas art does. I disagree, because if it is true that the sportsperson can be said to express in the way an artist does in many respects, then it is "about something". "A nice move" is an aesthetic move and thus only about itself, but it is also a sign which can come to mean many things, ranging from the political, to the psychological, to the religious, to the scientific and so on and so forth. This accounts for the potentially multi-dimensional emotional flavour of sport, like art.
Game and Play (As Artist/Sportsperson and Audience)
It would appear that sport is more associated with the concept of games then art, given the fact that rules are a necessary part of all sports. However, if we look at for example the institutional theory of art by Dickie (1969 Dickie ( , 1971 Dickie ( , 1974 , suffice to say that the first part of his formulation as to the definition of art requires in some way or other the presentation of an artefact. This idea can be thought of as a rule. The second part of Dickie's (1969 Dickie's ( , 1971 Dickie's ( , 1974 formulation is that this artefact ought to be presented to the so-named art-world. Danto (1992 Danto ( , 1995 extends this and claims that the art-object finds meaning in relation to the practise of art theory and art history. The upshot of this is that, 1) The rule that an object needs to be presented and 2) that this takes place within a certain art and (other) context(s) may be another way of saying that art is a game that is played; it is a social practise.
Moreover, each art-form or discipline has a certain logic, which is to say a rule
governess that describes what the medium can and cannot do. Clearly, there are particular aesthetic characteristics of an individual style and that of a particular time and place; however art is marked by continuous play and change so that the game itself takes place in ever nuanced complexity.
The beauty of the game of art is that this play is both self-referential and im- One might at this point also ask, rules aside, whether sport as a game is more concerned with winning and competition than the arts? If that is so, how can art assist in understanding sport (theory and practice)? Note that the art-world is
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such that the artwork assumes cultural value as a result of art-world players that "make" culture (I realise this is rather tautological) that then has spin-off effects commercially and economically. That the artist does in some way compete with his/her contemporaries if one chooses to play the game of art, as it were. That prestige, marketability and monetary value is an epi-phenomenon of larger institutional (artistic and other institutions) bodies that give the artist and his/her work "value" or cultural capital and the like. In philosophical terms, we may say, following Nietzsche that there is a kind of "will to power" inherent in making,
showing and saying-that artistic form and artistic forming-are about influencing and "making a move" that will yield a kind of victory-if not in respect to the "art world" itself than (at least) in the creation of an art-piece itself. In sum:
there is sport to art.
If the above account is tenable, then clearly art and sport are related, specifically, in terms of the desire for perfection not only in "the move", "the act", but also in securing victory, prestige and for some "world records". People aspire to such sporting heights, because winning is one way in which we feel that life has meaning, that others have pushed us constructively, that one have pushed oneself and achieved something tangible and perhaps most significant, that one has overcome barriers in the attainment of that sports feat. And yet, like art, both are unreal, imaginative constructions; they are games. In this respect, and applied to life, it is not simply about winning that is important, but the values through the game that are learnt in the context of a way of communing with others. In this sense, art and sport are radically cultural and radically about and for life.
Cultural (As Artist/Sportsperson and Audience)
Connecting the life-world with the cultural, as indicated above, is to traverse the seeming boundary between art and life. This has been a crucial sticking point in art: Is it arts-for-arts sake or does art have something pertinent to say and do in relation to life itself (not just amalgamating with politics, economics, philosophy and so on) but as art for life? Consider the advent of Western modernism: realist artists tried to capture the "facts" of reality; impressionist artists, the passing effects of light, time and movement negating at the same time arts' hankering after the religious image, myth or history; an Expressionistic critique of contemporary values and a refuge in the tumultuous soul... In all these cases, there is an attempt to reach out or reflect on the everyday. Of course, there is a simultaneous arts-for-arts sake mantra, because in each instance innovation is peculiar to that particular art-form, a certain artistic style and artistic prerogatives and methods over and above other (extra-aesthetic) concerns are at play. Moreover, even examples such as Fauves, Cubism and later Abstraction, although seemingly exclusively about technical matters and problems in art itself, still harbor "content".
Newman, for example spoke about the significance of his art and Abstract Expressionism in general not in purely formalist terms but as painting about something. guishable from a "real" one and various Pop art strategies that question the "sacred", "deep" mark of the artist-all point to: 1) the potential to see aesthetics pervasively and 2) that life itself-its experiences, events, arenas can be taken as a metaphor or conceptual game in much the same way that we usually reserve art to our interpretive "gaze".
One way in which art may then be experienced in the future is to firstly be acquainted with its history, theory and practice and then to deconstruct that "cultural game" only in order to reconstruct it as instances of play in other cultural frameworks. In this respect, art "reaches out" to sport (or perhaps even the other way around), in order to enrich our aesthetic and conceptualizing modalities. This then would serve to render culture both widespread, considering sport is so easily accessible, and assisting one in make that necessary distinction between aesthetics and ideology. That is, insofar as one is not simply duped by images (the unconsciousness of the aesthetic as it were) and sees it as corresponding to an equally fixed conceptual form or world-view, so one is in a "position" of uncertainty, creativity and openness. I believe such values if part of a moving, cultural field are appreciated, and then it may have positive spin-offs in other domains, many of which not usually deemed as culture may then be considered so. It is like the proverbial Zen master who meditates as he walks and sweeps and cleans the floor. I have not resorted to a metaphor willy-nilly, for much of what I have said about the lack of fixed knowledge (relationship between sign and referent) and the fluid nature of culture in theory and practice as well as the incommensurate nature of complementary pairings, means that defining "reality", "life" and "culture" is best "captured" by way of metaphorical expression. And to the extent that a culture uses metaphor, so it can dream, make connections and recognize unity amidst difference.
The rather philosophical reflections above have particular applications, for insofar as art produces meaning, even if at times an ineffable one, by way of metaphor it may teach us to see in sport a similar metaphorical play. That is, sport is both about itself and not about itself. A soccer match is just a soccer match.
But it is other things. It is artistic or at least can be experienced aesthetically. It reveals and conceals social realities which in turn have philosophical, ideological, economic, psychological and other "texts" seemingly "therein". It may be simply entertaining and about a certain kind of skill-physically-mentally-but that "presence" may yet conceal an "absent" such as these other "texts". The soccer One could always ask why money used for sport might not be better spent in certain societies. And the same may be asked of art for that matter. I believe, however that art and sport can be cultural bridges that bring people together, wherein discussions around beauty and a critique thereof may cut across boundaries. Debate, positive interaction and the forming of paradigms are in my estimation, in general terms a good thing. Though one may not reach a trans-historical all-encompassing set of truths, one tends toward more knowledge or at least an understanding (of ourselves and others and of both the inner and outer universe) that should equip one to appreciate and develop an aesthetic and extra-aesthetic awareness firstly in art and thence in sport (and back again).
Considering the above six points of connection, it is reasonable to consider art aesthetics and the everyday aesthetics of sport as relational. More specifically, that art aesthetics may direct one to an understanding of the aesthetics of sport.
If this is the case, it may be that a significant and beneficial area of study ought to consist of seeing whether teaching art to sportsmen and woman may actually improve their sports performance.
